ABSTRACT Accurate and reliable forestry data can be obtained by means of continuous monitoring of forests using advanced technologies, which provides a major opportunity for the development of smart forestry. However, with the improvement of the precision and acquisition speed of data, the traditional data analysis, and storage technology cannot meet the performance requirements of current applications. Forestry big data has brought a new solution to the difficulties encountered in the course of forestry development, which refers to the application of big data technology to forestry data processing. In this paper, we summarize the research and work of the big data in smart forestry in recent years. First, we review the history of the emergence and development of forestry big data, and then briefly summarize the opportunities brought to the forestry by big data technology. One of the most important tasks of forestry big data is to organize the massive data reasonably and effectively and to calculate fast. Therefore, we propose a five-layer architecture model of forestry big data and summarize the related work of data storage, query, analysis, and application. Finally, the challenges of forestry big data are analyzed, and the trend of future development has prospected from three aspects.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the last few decades, the scale of global data has grown at an unprecedented rate. The overall created and copied data volume in the world increased by nearly nine times within five years, and the figure is doubling at least every other two years [1] . While the amount of data is exploding, the concept of ''big data'' came into being. Although currently there is no authoritative, unified standard definition for big data in the scientific, academic, and government sectors [2] , big data has become a leading term in all fields [3] .
Big data in a broad sense includes not only the structured, semi-structured and unstructured data that are growing, but also the processing techniques and processing tools for these data. With the development of technology and the increasing demand for computer response speed, big data technology has been widely used and developed in various data processing fields. However, the data format and processing flow of big data are quite different from the traditional data
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Rongbo Zhu. processing methods. Traditional computing and statistical methods are not effective enough to handle the big data. The main characteristics of big data are high volume, variety and velocity (referred to as ''3Vs'') [4] . Because of the increasement of the requirements for the quality and security of data in various applications and services, ''veracity'' is regarded as one of big data's characteristics at present. Therefore, the characteristics of big data gradually become ''4Vs'' [5] . In addition to the problems caused by the data, there are security and privacy issues arising from the development of big data technology. However, the advancement of big data still brings unprecedented opportunities to various industries [6] . Currently, big data is widely used in the fields of urban infrastructure construction [7] , [114] , [115] , smart grid [8] , intelligent transportation [9] , emergency communication network [10] , social network [116] and agriculture and forestry monitoring [11] .
The concept of smart forestry has not been clearly defined so far. It is based on digital forestry, using cloud computing, Internet of Things, mobile Internet, big data and other new generation information technology. As a subsystem of the Smarter Planet, through intelligent forestry, it can promote the coordinated development of forestry resource management and ecosystem construction. Smart forestry can make forest management digital, perceptual, interconnected, and intelligent. The forestry data is the basis for the operation of the intelligent forestry system, which can assist forestry decision-making through the analysis and mining of forestry data. Therefore, big data technology is the basis for the development of smart forestry. The application of big data technology to forestry is still in its infancy. Therefore, the relevant technology of forestry big data still needs to be further studied.
Forest management is a long-term process, which requires dynamic information on the distribution, composition, structure, and disturbance of forests over time. Therefore, monitoring forests can protect forest ecosystems effectively and promote the sustainable development of forest resources. Forestry monitoring relies primarily on remote sensing and location technology to capture a variety of data, including remote sensing platforms, such as ground-based systems, Aircraft-based systems (manned aircraft or UAVs) and satellite-based systems [12] and GPS positioning systems, etc. Ground systems include sensors that monitor a fixed location on the ground and the surrounding environment, as well as movable monitoring instruments. The ground system is mainly targeted to obtain real-time monitoring data of specific attributes within a specified small range, and satellite remote sensing and aerial remote sensing provide large-scale global observation data.
Forestry information systems need to provide different services for different needs. Therefore, in contrast to the characteristics of data in other fields, forestry data is updated quickly and with no uniform format. These data have multidimensional spatial features, which make forestry data processing more difficult. With the development of technologies such as sensors, satellites and drones, the resolution of remote sensing observation data significantly improves, the number of bands of remote sensing data gradually increases, and the period of data acquisition decreases. Therefore, the data volume of remote sensing data has exploded. Currently, the scale of data in forestry applications far exceeds the size of previous data, and the demand for service response is higher. If the traditional data storage and computation methods are introduced, it is difficult to guarantee the desired results in an acceptable time. Specially for real-time applications such as disaster monitoring, in the case of massive data, it is meaningless to monitor the forest if the data processing efficiency is still as low as before. For forestry applications that need to process massive amounts of data, big data technologies can be introduced to solve the current bottlenecks [13] .
To fully understand the development of forestry big data (the application of big data in forestry), in this paper, we review the whole development process of forestry big data, including the historical background, architecture, key technology development and application, and future development trends of forestry big data. As shown in Fig. 1 , it is the whole framework of this survey. The rest of this article is organized as follows. In the section II, we review the origin of forestry big data and the main technologies, and summarize the types of forestry data. In the section III, we outline forestry big data, mainly to illustrate the opportunities that forestry big data technology brings. In section IV, we summarize forestry big data applications and technologies. In Section V, we briefly outline some of the challenges of forestry big data technology based on open source big data systems. In Section VI, we point out several of the current problems in the development of forestry big data and future development trends, and the VII section summarizes the full text.
II. FORESTRY BIG DATA'S PAST LIFE AND PRESENT LIFE
Forest is a complex and widely distributed ecosystem. Monitoring forest resources is a costly project. In forestry monitoring, forestry resource survey is an important process. Forestry data obtained through forestry resource surveys is the basis for the forestry management. In this section, we first trace the key methods and techniques of forestry surveys in various periods and explain the development process of forestry big data, and then abstract the data types of forestry data.
A. THE ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT OF FORESTRY BIG DATA
The behavior of forest resources survey occurred when humans began forest management activities [14] . Early forestry surveys were totally based on visual method. In the 18th century, the development of mathematics promoted the forest mensuration. It was not until 1927 that the forest mensuration system was formed. After the 1920s, the mathematical statistics and the theory of aerial photogrammetry and photo interpretation were introduced into forest survey, forest survey technology has been greatly improved and rapidly developed. However, at that time, there was still no unified technical system amongst the countries for the investigation of forest resources [13] . The defects of these technologies mainly include the following points: (1) Due to aerial photo is only applicable in a few applications, a large amount of information is not mined and utilized; (2) Since the aerial photo is obtained through the center projection, the workload of transfer is huge and a large error will occur when calculating area [15] .
The International Forest Survey (Monitoring) Guide published by the International Union of Forestry Research Organization in the 1990s, indicates that the integration of remote sensing (RS), geographic information system (GIS) and forest sampling technology (FS) is the future direction of forest surveys. They are deeply integrated and organically integrated. The Global Positioning System (GPS) is only used as an auxiliary technology for forest sample plot location. This technology system can perform forestry tasks faster and more efficiently, thus reducing the loss of manpower and material resources [16] .
GPS is a highly accurate satellite-based radio navigation system, which provides information of location, speed and time. In forestry monitoring, GPS [17] can accurately measure the location of forestry objects including points, lines, and polygons. Based on monitoring data from GPS, researchers can perform a range of forest management tasks such as forest mapping, forest compartment boundary surveys, forest road surveys, ground live events (remote sensing), and resource inventory.
With remote sensing technology, continuous, dynamic, large-scale and low-cost forestry data sources can be obtained, which promotes the research and development of forestry technologies. Remote sensing mainly includes satellite remote sensing, UAV remote sensing and wireless sensor networks [18] . Among them, wireless sensor network (WSN), also known as ground remote sensing [19] , is an extension of remote sensing, and they complement each other. The data needed for different forestry applications should be obtained from different remote sensing platforms.
GIS [20] - [22] is an important tool for forestry data analysis and forestry monitoring. It has become a basic tool for forest workers. At present, the application of GIS technology is diverse. It is used in many applications such as landscape mapping and yield forecast. In addition to topographic data, it also needs to store all of the data about the entire course of timber forests to manage natural resources on public lands. Each process describes the progress of the felling cycle, which allows a long-term prediction of timber yield. The growth rate over time can be compared in terms of forest, soil and afforestation treatments. GIS also provides a set of external variables to predict the spread of disease and the behavior of forest fires. In addition, it can handle issues related to spatial relationships among different spatial objects (points, lines, and regions). Through this function, valuable information is provided for space forest management planning. GIS can also configure forest patches based on spatial properties, including patch size (openness), distribution, shape, adjacency, connectivity, proximity, and core regions.
Currently, the forestry survey is based on ''3S'' technology. More advanced data acquisition and processing technologies are introduced, which make the survey more precise, intelligent and refined. In the field of forestry data collection, the methods are gradually diversified and the accuracy is getting higher. For instance, we can use ground laser scanners [23] to generate point cloud data to build 3D data models for forest surveys, or use radio frequency technology [24] to collect real-time data on trees and the environment. By combining big data technology with traditional forestry data analysis methods, the data processing efficiency is improved, which meets the need for real-time and accuracy. Therefore, big data has become an important technical support for the forestry information system. Big data has changed the process and structure of forestry data processing. The data can be effectively managed by abstracting the data model.
B. FORESTRY DATA TYPES
Forestry data is involved in a wide range of fields and applications. The forestry management is often analyzed in the multi-dimensional scenarios, including time and space. Therefore, spatial attribute is an important attribute of forestry data. According to the characteristics and sources of the data, the spatial data is mainly divided into five categories, known as remote sensing data, surveying data, location-based data, Internet of Things data and social network data [3] . The data commonly used in forestry are the first four types. The forestry data model is abstracted into two categories based on VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 2. Three-band raster data case.
the logical structure of the data. One is the raster data model that divides geographic information into finite cells which is assigned a specific value according to its attributes [25] and the other is the vector data model represented by a sequence of finite points and line segments. Both of the data models can be used to represent any spatial conceptual model. However, based on the characteristics of these models, vector data models are often used for object-based models, such as a building, a river, or a type of land. Raster data models are commonly used for models with ''field'' properties, such as elevation models, temperature models, etc. The remote sensing image is a typical raster data model and one of the most important forestry data.
Raster data is composed of a series of row and column grids, in term of matrix form. For the remote sensing image, these grids are represented as pixels, and each pixel represents an attribute value. Raster data can be represented by a matrix or a set of matrices, and different raster data have different bands. As shown in Fig. 2 , the 24-bit RGB image can be represented as a dataset with three bands. For hyperspectral remote sensing images, the number of bands can reach several tens. In principle, the logical structures are similar, but the data processing efficiencies differ greatly.
For remote sensing data sets, the image data files can be divided into image pixel data (i.e. pixel data of remote sensing image) and image metadata. Metadata is used to describe the attributes of remote sensing data [26] , including image information, geographic information and satellite sensor information. To process the data, the two structures can be stored separately, or integrated into one structure.
Vector data is a data structure that uses points, lines, and polygons to describe things in space. It is an object-oriented data model. A vector object describes a spatial object through a combination of geographic information and object properties. Moreover, vector data has unique advantages in representing the positional relationship of spatial objects. Vector data files can be converted to binary or text formats for further processing.
By representing data as vector data and raster data, it is possible to simplify the data processing complexity for large amounts of data. Therefore, when processing forestry data, it is very simple to ensure the consistency of the data in various attributes, thereby improving the efficiency of data processing and accuracy of the result. 
III. OPPORTUNITIES BROUGHT BY FORESTRY BIG DATA
Forestry big data brings great opportunities for the development of forestry. With the continuous improvement of the theory, forestry big data has become an independent discipline.
A. THEORETICAL STRUCTURE OF FORESTRY BIG DATA
As an area developed on the basis of forestry applications and big data technology, the theoretical basis of forestry big data can be abstracted and interpreted from three levels, including mathematical foundation, system structure and application value. They are the theoretical structure of the forestry big data system. The current research on forestry and big data is also based on this theoretical structure for optimization and development. As shown in Fig. 3 , it is the theoretical structure of forestry big data.
It is well known that mathematics is the foundation of natural science. Big data, as an emerging frontier discipline, has not yet formed its own independent mathematical theory system and modeling method. The main purpose of big data is to quickly learn and acquire knowledge from the data. When conducting the analysis and application of big data, it mainly relies on the traditional statistical basis and the theory and method related to artificial intelligence. Therefore, they are also the main mathematical theoretical basis of current big data research. As one of the most important branches in the computer science, big data cannot meet the current demands for speed and precision in applications. It is necessary to optimize the storage and query of data from the perspective of the structure of the computer system. In this process, optimization is often made from the efficient use of memory, load balancing of storage and computation, and scheduling of computing resources. The motivation for proposing the concept of big data is to solve the problem that the data cannot be reasonably calculated in time and space in practical applications. Until now, the main value of big data still lies in the application, and the real value of big data can only be reflected in practical applications. In forestry applications, along with big data plays an increasingly important role in forest monitoring and forestry decision-making, smart forestry has ushered in new development opportunities.
B. OPPORTUNITIES
In traditional forestry monitoring, data is stored and calculated in a single machine. When remote sensing technology is in its infancy, the amount of data is small and the quality of data is poor, so that data obtained by techniques such as remote sensing cannot be effectively applied to forestry decision-making. With the development of remote sensing technology, the resolution of remote sensing data is improved significantly, and the accuracy of its positioning function is higher, but the scale of remote sensing data greatly increases. The traditional computing and storage methods are no longer suitable for the current large-scale forestry data and performance requirements in forestry services.
With the increasing popularity of the concept of precision forestry [27] , integration of technologies such as RS, GPS and GIS has enabled the remote sensing technology to be comprehensively upgraded and applied in business. The speed of acquisition of remote sensing data is constantly increasing. For the remote sensing images, currently, the features are high resolution and hyperspectral, which provides more information for forestry applications and increases the data processing burden. The remote sensing data from various satellites consists of many large images, which are very complex in structure, spectrum, and text features [28] , bringing several difficulties to data management.
Forestry data analysis based on stand-alone GIS tools cannot meet the requirements of speed and accuracy in massive heterogeneous forestry data analysis. Applying big data technology to forestry can simplify the computational complexity, which not only facilitates the mining and utilization of data, but also improves the processing efficiency of forestry data. Therefore, the development of forestry big data brings new opportunities for the forestry management.
Comparing with general big data, forestry big data is not just a huge amount of data. The greater challenge is its complex data organization and its diverse data structure. In forestry information systems, many services often use more than one type of data for calculation and analysis. A system that can provide common services needs to deal with vast amounts of heterogeneous, irregular forestry data. Moreover, forestry services tend to have strict time requirements. Whether or not to respond to requests submitted by different forestry applications in real time is an important task in the field of forestry big data.
The main task of forestry big data is to reasonably organize and store the forestry data according to the characteristics of forestry data with the help of the existing big data software and high-performance hardware, to achieve the efficient query and analysis of the forestry big data. In recent years, big data technology related to the forestry data, including the research of remote sensing big data and spatial big data, has developed rapidly, such as Hadoop, Spark, Storm [29] , and Flink [30] . There are some typical computing frameworks such as SpatialHadoop [31] based on Hadoop platform and GeoSpark [32] based on Apache Spark. These studies can effectively manage massive amounts of data, and we can apply these technologies to forestry, which greatly promotes the development of forestry.
IV. RESEARCH AND APPLICATION OF FORESTRY BIG DATA
According to the logical processing flow of data, a forestry big data management platform can be abstracted into five layers, which are data acquisition, storage, query, analysis and application, respectively. The data acquisition layer mainly refers to a process in which various data are acquired through different platforms and technologies and initially processed at the data collection end. At the storage layer, the main task is to design and improve the method that data is stored and indexed. The query layer mainly includes requesting and filtering data. The main task of the analysis layer is to analyze and mine forestry data to assist forestry decision-making. The application layer is to transfer traditional forestry information technology to the big data platform for high-performance computing based on the analysis of forestry big data. As shown Fig. 4 , it is a schematic diagram of a five-layer platform for forestry big data management. The forestry big data management framework can be deployed directly into a single computer cluster, or constructed based on cloud computing and related technologies.
Because the type and structure of forestry data are complex, storing the data in database or local file system cannot meet the performance requirements. In practical applications, VOLUME 7, 2019 it is necessary to apply big data technology to organize and store data reasonably. When requesting data, the data is read into memory at the minimum cost according to the storage structure. Next, in this chapter, we study the technology of each layer.
A. DATA STORAGE AND QUERY
At present, the main storage method of the data is based on the relational database, the non-relational database and the distributed file system. Taking full advantage of the different storage methods for data storage can reduce the pressure on the storage system and improve the efficiency of data requests. After the user makes a request to the system, at the query layer, the system needs to request data from the storage layer according to the storage structure of the data and the organization of the storage system, and store the required data in the memory, which can reduce unnecessary disk I/O. The query layer bridges that the system loads data from disk into memory, and is a configurable, pluggable component in the big data model.
1) STORAGE BASED ON DISTRIBUTED FILE SYSTEM
Common distributed file systems include HDFS [33] , Ceph [34] , GridFS [35] , and GlusterFS. As shown in Fig. 5 , the general pattern of forest data in stored procedures is described. In this figure, the data is mainly stored in two categories, vector data and raster data. Vector data is stored in a non-relational database or distributed file system in the form of key-value pairs. For the storage strategy of raster data, metadata and pixel data are usually treated as two units for storage. When storing, they choose a way to store according to their own attribute characteristics and query structure. In the forestry data storage model based on distributed file system, the data needs to be formatted. In the case of raster data, the pixel data is split into rows, columns, or blocks and then stored in the file system. Metadata can be stored with pixel data in a file system or stored separately in a relational database. Forestry data can also be converted into objects with spatial attributes based on object-oriented thinking. After the data is divided, the data locality needs to be considered when it is to be stored. That is, if data objects are adjacent in space, they should be stored on the same node or rack to reduce the querying cost among nodes. We can assign a unique ID to each data slice using a space fill curve (such as Hilbert curve [36] ) and organize and store the data according to the IDs.
HPGFS [26] is an object-oriented distributed file system implemented by OrangeFS. The system provides an application-aware data layout strategy and an I/O interface based on remote sensing data objects. Therefore, it can effectively support various data access patterns on the server side.
In HDFS, data is managed by Namenode and Datanode. The Datanode is responsible for storing data, and the Namenode mainly stores metadata related to data storage such as copy information. Because HDFS is not suitable for storing small files [37] , Kou et al. [38] propose a dual storage mechanism. By separately storing and managing remote sensing images and attribute data (such as metadata) in HDFS and relational databases, the load pressure on the Namenode nodes can be reduced, and the efficiency of storage and query can be improved. To solve the problem of increasing data volume in sensor networks, Zhou and Wen [39] propose a new storage scheme based on HDFS for sensor network data., which is a cloud-based storage platform. It not only effectively alleviates the pressure of massive data storage in the sensor network, but also improves the scalability of the storage system the data storage security of the sensor network. Chen [40] stores remote sensing data based on Mapfile, and improved the cohesion of the system by storing remote sensing images and remote sensing metadata into a structure in HDFS. Xiao [41] proposes a parallel computing framework for National Geographic Conditions Monitoring project of China based on spark and HDFS. The entire framework is divided into four layers: data storage layer, RDDs layer, space operation layer and query language layer. In the data storage layer of the framework, HDFS is used to store vector data and raster data.
When data is stored based on a distributed file system, the data structure can be flexibly designed according to requirements. The distributed file system can be used to improve the throughput and reliability of the system, so that the data can be stored stably and efficiently.
2) DATABASE-BASED STORAGE
Relational database can only store data with fixed structure, but for forestry big data, data is irregular and many data can't be stored according to fixed pattern. As the amount of data increases, the load pressure of the database also increases, which has high requirements for the system's response speed and pressure resistance. Therefore, the traditional relational database cannot guarantee the stability and availability of the system, and it is not suitable for storing and querying massive forestry data. Commonly, relational databases are used to assist non-relational databases or distributed file systems for data storage. For some data with a small data size and a regular pattern, one can choose a relational database for storage. This makes the structure of the storage system simple and clear and reduces its load pressure.
Non-relational databases mainly include columnar databases, key/value pairs-based databases, and array databases. Commonly used columnar databases are HBase, MongoDB, etc. Xiao et al. [42] store the monitoring data of wireless sensor network based on the MongoDB on the cloud platform. HBGIS [43] is a geographic information system based on HBase. It builds a pyramid storage model for image data based on sensor type, data acquisition order, spatial extent and other dimensions, and indexes the data. This system also ensures that the browser can quickly render the map, and can quickly query the data and display the results on the map. Jing and Tian [44] store remote sensing images based on HBase. They combine Hilbert curve with grid index and use MapReduce for parallel access to data, and they use MapReduce for parallel access to data. The MD-HBase [45] is a location-based and service-based system stored in the form of key values. The underlying key-value storage mode allows the system to insert data into a process that maintains high throughput to ensure system fault tolerance and high availability. The HBaseSpatial [46] is an HBase-based scalable spatial data storage system. The system first converts the shapefiles into WKT format and indexes the data, and then stores the data in HBase. It is effective to search a range of vector data.
SciDB [47] is a new open source database that can be applied to large-scale array data. SciDB has an inherent advantage in storing and computing big multidimensional array-based data, such as raster data. SciDB is a system with parallel storage structure which can be used for massively parallel data processing [48] . EarthDB [49] is a scalable system for data storage and analysis for MODIS remote sensing image data. It can import MODIS data into SciDB unobstructed and filter redundant data. To facilitate calculation and analysis, Appel et al. [50] propose a method for automatically converting earth observation data into a multi-dimensional array format by combining and expanding GDAL and SciDB. Therefore, data-intensive calculations can be performed based on the GDAL code base. Tan et al. [51] use the mixed storage mode of DBMS and SciDB to store earth observation data. When requesting data, the query layer first determines the structure of the data by accessing the metadata in the relational database, and then accesses the SciDB to request the data.
3) DATA INDEX
If the data are stored in a distributed file system or a nonrelational database, the system still need to traverse all the data during searching for data. For forestry big data systems that process massive amounts of data, although each node reads data in parallel, it still generates a lot of I/O and memory consumption. Moreover, the process requires a large amount of CPU and wastes hardware resources. Therefore, to efficiently and accurately filter unnecessary data in the data query process, it is necessary to index the data in the storage system. Forestry services are often based on spatial attributes, such as resource inventory for a forest farm or a specific area of the forest farm, so the index in forestry data is mainly based on spatial attributes. The two most important concepts in spatial indexing are data partition and index structure. In a distributed environment, the partition here refers not only to the data partition in the storage system, but also to the partition of the compute node after the data is loaded into the compute node's memory (such as the logical partition of RDD or the split partition of Hadoop). The index structure includes R-tree, KD-tree, quadtree, grid index, and so on.
Currently, indexes in distributed systems based on forestry big data are mainly based on Hadoop or Spark. Due to memory limitations, for most big data systems, such as SpatialHadoop [31] , [52] , [53] , the secondary index model is commonly used, that is, data is indexed by global index and local index. As shown in Fig. 6 , it is a secondary index structure. Typically, in the Hadoop architecture, local indexes are used to index spatial data inside each partition, which is stored in the Datanode node. The global index is used to index each partition and is stored in the Namenode node.
GeoSpark [32] , [54] - [56] is a Spark-based spatial data parallel computing framework that supports multiple types of spatial indexes by extending the Spark kernel. With the update of the version, the performance of the system has been greatly improved. Currently the framework provides a SQL-based access interface and integrates Hive into the framework. The GeoSpark framework provides three spatial RDDs and a series of spatial operations for accessing this spatial data. When creating RDDs, the data is first divided into global grids according to spatial locations. Then, based on the memory in the cluster and the CPU situation, the system adaptively decides whether to create a local index in each VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 7. The process of building a two-layers index using spark.
partition. Similarly, SparkGIS [57] is a memory-based spatial data query system that can partition data dynamically and generate multi-level spatial indexes in advance or on demand.
Phani Bhushan et al. [58] partition raster data into blocks, and thus maximizing the locality of the data. Hu et al. [59] propose a three-layer hierarchical indexing strategy based on HDFS and Spark, including: global index, local index and RDD index. And the system can dynamically perform partition merging and splitting according to the partition size of the data, so that it can adjust the degree of parallelism of the calculation. It is worth to note that when constructing a hierarchical index on data, each layer's index can adopt different index structures as needed.
To create an index, we first need to design an index format based on the storage system. For instance, to build an index in HDFS, it is necessary to determine the fields stored in the index node, the structure of the index, and so on. To build an index in Spark, the first thing to do is to customize an RDD for index. Then, we build the index based on the index data structure. As shown in Figure 7 , it is a schematic diagram of using Spark to build an index, which shows the main Transform and Action operations during building an index. The specific process is described as follows. Spark first reads the data from disk into memory and then partitions it according to the logical space of the data. The K value in the figure is the logical space partition ID of the data (such as the Hilbert partition ID, etc.), and the data is repartitioned according to the partition ID. This can ensure the locality of data and alleviate the network I/O burden caused by frequent data communication among different nodes. Moreover, reasonable data partitioning operation can ensure load balance of distributed clusters, thereby reducing node storage and computing pressure. After that, we need to build a local index for each partition. This is done by calling the ''RDD.mapPartitionWithIndex()'' operator and passing a custom function for index construction as the parameter. Then, after each partition generates an index, the ''RDD.collect'' operator is used to submit the local index to the master node, and the master node builds a global index based on them. This method is not limited to building an index in memory, it can also persist the index to the storage system in the format of the index file.
4) DATA QUERY
Data query (or data request) is an operation closely related to the storage strategy and storage structure of the data, the main purpose of which is to load the required data into memory quickly and accurately for calculation. An effective data query strategy can avoid unnecessary network I/O and disk I/O, as well as reduce the load pressure of CPU and memory. In the forestry information system, there are different query methods for different services, such as range query, K-NN query, and join query.
In the distributed computing framework based on Hadoop or Spark, the data query mainly includes two stages: ''before reading'' and ''after reading''. The '' before reading'' stage refers to the process in which the system reads data from the storage layer and loads the partitions into the memory of the compute node in parallel. In this process, the system needs to logically determine the data that needs to be loaded into the memory according to the spatiotemporal attributes of the data. In the ''read after'' phase, the system further refines the in-memory data according to the query conditions. The purpose is to determine whether the data meets the query conditions and retain the data that satisfies the conditions. When requesting data with index, the system first accesses and loads the index file, and logically determines the data partition to be loaded into memory [60] - [63] . It then reads the data into memory through the custom ''FileSplitter'' and ''FileRecordReader'' classes. They define the form in which data is read and the strategy of data filtering. This avoids traversing the entire data set, which greatly reduces data retrieval time.
The data loaded into memory is stored in the cluster in the form of splits. When the data in the memory needs to be further refined, the system can prune the splits using a specific strategy according to the spatial relationship of the query object, such as the thin-MBR and fat-MBR strategies [64] , [65] . The method used for range query is that after the client submits the request, the system accesses the local index in parallel in each partition and quickly finds the data that meets the requirements in each partition. The system then returns a collection of data that satisfies the query criteria to the client. For K-NN queries, the system usually performs query operations in two phases [31] . First, the K-NN query is executed by the local index in the partition where the query node is located, and the distance of each data point in the result to the query point is saved, and the maximum value of these distances is recorded as d. Then, in the circular area with the query point as the origin and d as the radius, the range query is executed. The K objects closest to the query point in the query result are returned to the master node as the final result. Join queries are a highly complex task in a variety of forms, such as chain joins and star joins. We can optimize queries and improve efficiency by controlling copy strategies [66] , dynamic planning strategies. The BSMWSJ algorithm [67] is a join query algorithm that is further improved on the basis of the control copy strategy, which reduces the amount of data to be copied and the computational cost. And the kNN-DP algorithm [68] can dynamically and judiciously partitions data to optimize kNN-join performance by suppressing data skewness on Hadoop clusters.
If the system needs to request the remote sensing image in the specified area, firstly, according to the range of the MBR (minimum outer border) of the area, the image data block overlapping with the MBR and its metadata such as spatial coordinate information are read into the memory. Then, the spatial vector data of the query area and the image data block in memory are mapped to the same scale, and the vector data is transformed into binary raster data with the value of 1 in the region and 0 outside the region. Finally, the raster data and image data are masked, and the returned data is the requested target data.
The query layer is the bridge between data and computing in the forestry big data framework. The system can reasonably allocate I/O resources and computing resources based on the query layer. And by scheduling and controlling the query request, it ensures the load balancing of the cluster, thereby improving the performance of the entire framework.
B. DATA ANALYSIS AND VISUALIZATION
Massive forestry data includes both spatial and non-spatial data [69] . By analyzing and processing these data and extracting hidden information and knowledge from the data, more valuable data can be provided for forestry development and planning. Knowledge acquisition determines the knowledge representation and reasoning methods, establishing knowledge base, writing inference procedures, and debugging and modification [70] . At present, data mining technology is considered as an important tool for analyzing massive data and extracting knowledge from data. The application of data mining and visualization technology to forestry data analysis has greatly promoted the development of forestry.
1) FORESTRY DATA ANALYSIS
Based on GIS, remote sensing and GPS, data mining and statistics can effectively analyze spatial data features by finding implicit connections in data, which provide important analytical tools for forestry big data in data analysis. This will deepen people's understanding and mastery of spatial data features and laws, and help researchers make correct predictions about future trends. Statistics are often used in data analysis with rule attributes. Data mining can be used to obtain potential information and make decision support.
Data mining mainly includes classification and clustering techniques, and is widely used in forestry, such as using kmeans to classify soil types [69] . And Das and Ghosh [71] propose a spatiotemporal prediction method for satellite remote sensing data based on deep learning, which can solve the difficulties caused by massive remote sensing data for smart image interpretation. Chen et al. [72] propose a new feature fusion framework based on the convolutional neural network, which can extract the discriminant and invariant features of remote sensing data, and obtain the final classification result based on logistic regression.
In traditional forestry research, forestry data analysis is based on GIS and spatial data mining techniques [73] . The biggest problem with this strategy is that the complexity of the forestry data makes data mining and data analysis more difficult. And data mining algorithms often require a lot of iterative calculations. Therefore, forestry data mining is a task that requires a lot of time and computing resources. In the forestry big data system, the data mining algorithm can be parallelized by the underlying distributed computing framework (such as Spark or Hadoop), which can improve the calculation efficiency and decrease the running time. Developers can use the Mahout [74] Machine Learning Toolkit or the Spark MLlib [75] , [76] toolkit for forestry data mining and analysis, or parallelize traditional machine learning algorithms as needed. Giachetta [77] implement a large-scale geospatial and remote sensing data processing framework based on Hadoop. The framework is highly scalable and adaptable, allowing previously algorithms and toolkits to be easily parallelized with fewer changes. Omrani et al. [78] parallelize the K-means algorithm based on Spark, and they prove that the scheme is with high performance and scalability.
For forestry data, before building a computational model, we need to design a data structure that can be used for distributed computing based on the data model of the storage layer. This is a process of abstracting data [79] . Then, after the query layer loads the data into memory, the data is converted (such as the RDD.map() operator in Spark) to obtain the custom data object, and the data mining algorithm is applied to each partition of the object in memory. After the query layer loads the data into memory, the data is converted (such as the RDD.map() operator in spark) to get the custom data object, and then the data mining algorithm is applied to each partition of the memory object. In a distributed environment, it is necessary to consider the data communication cost amongst nodes and the caching and serialization of data before parallelizing the algorithm. By considering data locality, the system can reduce the data communication cost between nodes, and it can deal with boundary problems well by loading data redundantly [80] . When data is computed in memory, it needs to be cached, compressed and serialized according to the requirements. By properly optimizing the memory processing mechanism in the calculation process, the load pressure of the system memory decreases significantly, thereby improving the performance of data analysis. Based on the above analysis, in the forestry big data framework, the system can encapsulate the algorithms and strategies of forestry data analysis and provide interfaces that can be called by other programs. We can also further optimize forestry big data systems based on existing research. For instance, for the analytical calculation of remote sensing data, it can be abstracted into a large matrix. Then, we can optimize the performance of the system based on existing research related to matrix calculations [81] .
In forestry big data, the main role of the analysis layer is to provide tools for forestry data analysis, such as commonly used data mining algorithms. Therefore, the system can quickly analyze and calculate forestry data for different forestry services.
2) FORESTRY DATA VISUALIZATION
Through visualization technology, the system can intuitively present information such as relationships between data objects and real-time state changes in multi-dimensional space to the user. Moreover, users can also analyze large amounts of complex data simply and efficiently by interacting with the system in real time and visualizing the results. Therefore, visualization technology plays an important role in forest management.
At present, the visualization technology for spatial data is widely used, such as GoogleEarth [82] . The ability to visualize forestry data is an important function of the forestry big data framework. The main purpose of visualization is to present the results of big data system calculations and analysis to users. By combining with the forestry real-time monitoring system and the forestry decision support system, it provides great convenience for forestry data analysis and forestry management.
Because the range of areas that need to be presented is different, it is required that the data can be adapted to different scaling ratios when displayed. In response to this demand, the system could use an image pyramid model to organize the data. There are usually three important steps in building an image pyramid model as show in Algorithm 1, including data segmentation and data sampling, and data storage. The system first needs to segment the data by a fixed size to form data tiles. Then the pixels in each data tile are sampled according to the specified sampling ratio. The adjacent sample results are merged into one tile and serve as higher layer tiles. The system iterates through the process until it is finally merged into one tile size. Finally, all tiles are indexed and stored in a distributed storage system. When the user initiates a visual request, the system locates the level of the tiles to be loaded according to the size of the request scope, and loads the tiles within the request range into the memory. This data visualization strategy avoids the pressure of memory and bandwidth caused by loading the entire map. As shown in Fig. 8 , it is a schematic diagram of a remote sensing image pyramid model. When grading and tile partitioning, the number of levels depends on the scale of the map, and the number of tiles is determined by the size of the image [83] . After the user submits a visualization request to the system, the system searches for the corresponding pyramid level according to the scope of the request, and the tile data contained in the layer within the request scope, and then the system performs the mosaic [84] operation on the data tile data and shows the results on the client side. Jing et al. [85] optimize the remote sensing image parallel mosaic algorithm based on Spark. The method can effectively reduce the frequency of I/O and effectively improve the mosaic efficiency. And it is suitable for the mosaic of massive image data.
For vector data visualization, firstly, the spatial objects need to be rasterized according to different scales, and then the raster images generated by these objects need to be aggregated, superimposed and rendered according to the spatial position [86] . Vector data visualization is often used to create thematic maps, or some location-based services. At present, in many web-based applications, the system superimposes vector data and raster data to display, so that forestry scenes and detailed forestry features can be combined. Combining with 3D technology, forestry data can be visualized in threedimensional space [87] . Then we can understand the impact of spatial attributes such as terrain on forestry through spatial analysis, and visualize the results, which greatly facilitates forestry decision-making.
C. APPLICATION OF FORESTRY BIG DATA
Optimizing the storage, query and analysis of forestry data based on big data technology can improve the response performance and robustness of current forestry applications. By real-time calculation and analysis for forestry data, we can capture and predict changes in the state of the forest to make quick decisions, which can reduce losses due to delays [88] . In this chapter, we mainly summarize the application of big data in forestry from the aspects of forest vegetation classification and change detection, forestry parameter inversion and forest growth and disaster monitoring.
1) CLASSIFICATION AND CHANGE DETECTION OF FOREST VEGETATION
A major basis for forest vegetation classification based on remote sensing images is ''same objects with same spectrums''. However, the problems of ''same object with different spectrums'' and ''different objects with same spectrums'' caused by the increasing in resolution have a great influence on the classification accuracy. For this problem, we can combine spectral information with features such as texture and terrain to accurately classify vegetation cover. The forestry vegetation classification uses data collected by multiple sensors with multiple temporal characteristics, and the classification methods are gradually diversified. For instance, combining Landsat-8 images with the topographic map data, sample plot data, and the forest manager survey data to classify tree species based on textures [89] , and using MODIS data and DEM data to classify phenological attributes of tree species. It is also possible to extract forest vegetation types based on environmental satellite imagery (HJ-1 CCD) and MODIS time series data [90] , or to classify tree species fine by fusing SAR or LiDAR data with hyperspectral remote sensing data [91] .
At present, the data is mainly processed through various big data and machine learning technologies, including deep learning, support vector machines, and so on. For example, deep learning can be used to extract and classify tree species from LiDAR data [92] . Facing the huge challenge of computing performance due to the increasing data volume, Li et al. [93] parallelize the ISODATA clustering algorithm based on MapReduce, which is easy to use. Chebbi et al. [94] implement a satellite remote sensing classification method based on Hadoop, which includes two parts: data storage and processing. In the storage part, the system stores heterogeneous data through HDFS. In the processing part it uses the MapReduce programming paradigm to implement the K-means algorithm. The system can improve the classification accuracy, and also make full use of the integrated configuration resources.
Based on the classification technology, the change detection of remote sensing images can obtain timely and consistent forest interference information, so that forest resources can be fully utilized and effectively protected. Based on Hadoop, Dan Hammer and others implement a high-confidence forest disturbance warning system, which establishes appropriate geolocation classification rules and enforces local forest conservation efforts.
2) FORESTRY PARAMETER INVERSION
The ecological parameters of forest vegetation include tree height, DBH (Diameter at breast height), and leaf area index. The data that the vegetation parameter inversion relies mainly on is different radar data [95] . When inverting parameters such as tree height, laser radar and polarization interference synthetic aperture radar can be used to obtain measurement data of vertical structure [96] , such as using Satellite LargeFootprint LiDAR ICESat/GLAS data to obtain tree height information [97] . For small-scale forests, UAV remote sensing data can be used to obtain tree height information [98] . For parameters such as canopy closure, they are generally calculated based on multi-spectral data sets, such as Landsat TM and MODIS images [99] . Forest parameter inversion based on hyperspectral data can overcome the shortcomings that multispectral data has fewer bands and lower resolution, but it requires additional data preprocessing, which will occupy part of the computing resources [100] .
Forestry parameter inversion requires multiple iterative calculations based on forestry data. These calculations are highly complex and time-consuming. Based on big data technology for forestry parameter inversion, the computational efficiency can be greatly improved. Zhao et al. [101] implement a big data framework for the storage and calculation for remote sensing data. The framework is able to calculate NDVI of a specified spatiotemporal range. Huang et al. [102] calculate the NDVI through the Sparkbased remote sensing parallel computing framework on YARN [103] , which significantly improves the computational efficiency. LandQv2 [104] is a MapReduce-based parallel computing framework based on vector data for arable land quality calculation and provides visualization technology based on pyramid model. Zou et al. [105] implement a global vegetation drought monitoring model based on Hadoop with good linear throughput.
3) FOREST DISASTER MONITORING
The main tasks of forest disaster monitoring include forest fire prevention and pest and disease detection. Forest hazard monitoring has high requirements for time and sometimes it even requires staff to analyze and deal with the situation in a few seconds [106] . In applications such as forest fire monitoring, the system usually uses remote sensing data with high temporal resolution and low spatial resolution, such as NOAA, MODIS, and Fengyun [107] . It is also possible to combine satellite remote sensing with ground-based sensor data for fire prediction and monitoring [108] . By monitoring pests and diseases in forests, operators can obtain information on changes in the spectral characteristics of vegetation and take appropriate measures in a timely manner if necessary. The data used for pest and disease monitoring are mainly high-spectrum and high spatial resolution data such as MODIS and SPOT [109] .
In response to forest fires, Rajasekaran et al. [110] establish a forest fire forecasting and early warning system based on Hadoop and other open source large data technologies.
The system can store and analyze the data collected by wireless sensor, and forecast the forest fire before it happens. Zhu et al. [111] propose the fire alarm system of video in large data environment based on Hadoop. The system can predict forest fires and alarms in time. For seasonal fires, Xiao et al. [42] propose a service system for fire prediction based on cloud computing, which takes advantage of the flexibility of cloud infrastructure to provide dynamic services to users.
This improves resource utilization and reduces system operating costs.
Timely detection of disease is a major challenge in the forest management process. For pest and disease monitoring, machine vision technologies have a wide range of applications [112] . At present, to improve monitoring efficiency, machine vision technology is mainly combined with big data technology. For example, Jiang et al. [113] analyze and summarize forest pest and disease data in recent decades and establish a cloud-based forest pest monitoring platform. The platform stores data in HDFS and HBase, and processes data based on MapReduce. It can effectively improve the storage capacity, computing speed and information sharing and transmission efficiency of the existing data center.
V. CHALLENGES FACED BY FORESTRY BIG DATA
Currently, forestry big data technology based on open source big data computing framework can effectively manage and analyze data. However, because the performance depends on the underlying storage system and the computing engine, there are still several problems that need to be solved in some forestry big data systems.
For data storage, SciDB is ideal for storing remote sensing data because it is an array-oriented storage model. However, since SciDB is still in the development and improvement phase, currently it only provides a C language interface. Therefore, for distributed computing frameworks written in non-C languages such as Hadoop, it is difficult to call the SciDB interface. The system maintenance costs will increase. Therefore, SciDB-based forestry data storage solutions are not currently widely used. NoSQL databases such as HBase have certain advantages for storing forestry data in vector format, which supports the structure of vector data well. However, these NoSQL databases are not designed for image data itself, it is necessary to reorganize the data format during storing, such as converting data into a byte stream.
From the perspective of query efficiency, there is no advantage in storing remote sensing data based on NoSQL database such as HBase.
In a distributed file system-based storage strategy, the index is usually stored in the file system with the data files. In the process of data query, the system needs to access the local disk of the master node and load the global index. The system then accesses the local disks of slaves and loads the local index based on the global index. Therefore, the disks are accessed twice before the data is loaded, which has great effect on the efficiency of the data query. For this problem, because the amount of index file data is relatively small, the system can choose to persist the index in memory to improve the efficiency of data query or use other strategies to reduce disk access times.
For data calculation and analysis, in big data systems based on Hadoop or Spark, it can ensure locality of data by partitioning data based on spatial attributes. This strategy can greatly reduce I/O consumption among nodes during data request and calculation. However, in the Hadoop and Spark kernels, there is no mechanism for controlling the location of the node where the data partition is located. Therefore, it is impossible to ensure that the partitions are evenly distributed among the nodes in the cluster. When calculating the data, the system cannot fully utilize the computing resources in the cluster, and guarantee the load balance. This results in a low degree of parallelism in the calculations and affects the performance of the cluster. Therefore, the system can select the optimal storage location for the data by considering the load pressure of each node for storing. It is also possible to ensure the reliability of computing resources by providing an ''available CPU'' aware strategy to solve the problem of load balancing and the problem of unstable computing parallelism.
VI. FUTURE TREND OF FORESTRY BIG DATA
The current technology and strategy of forestry big data can effectively deal with massive forestry data and meet the requirements of real-time query and calculation for forestry applications. And with the development of 5G technology [117] and the widespread application of Internet of Things [118] - [120] technology, the forestry big data technology will be further developed and more widely used. In this section, we mainly introduce the future development trend of forestry big data from three aspects: data acquisition, data analysis and data opening.
Data acquisition: Data is the basis and prerequisite for the development of forestry big data. With the development of big data, the current forestry big data system can well support the real-time calculation of massive data, but in the long run, the scale of data will be larger and larger, and the computing resources and storage resources are limited. Therefore, in the future, there are cases that existing computing resources cannot cope with the massive data. One method to solve this problem is to reduce the data size during the data collection phase. With the development of artificial intelligence (AI), related technologies have created enormous value for various fields. Applying AI technology to the remote sensing platform can initially process the data at the data collection end. In recent years, AI-based satellite remote sensing platforms have attracted the attention of researchers and have been further developed. Running AI technology on satellites increases the ability of satellites to acquire and process information, which improves data quality and reduces redundant or worthless data. For other remote sensing platforms such as drones, AI technology can also be applied to improve the ability to intelligently process information when collecting data. By using AI technology for the data collection side, the pressure on data storage and processing can be reduced, thereby improving the performance of forestry big data.
Data analysis: For forestry data processing, the system is not only required to respond to the requests from users without delay, but also to process the collected data (such as the monitoring data collected by the ground sensor in real time) in real time. However, there is relatively few researches on this need in current forestry information systems and forestry data-based applications. Therefore, the related technology of flow calculation can be applied to the processing of forestry data, such as storm, so that the data can be calculated in real time and automatically. For data visualization, the technology currently applied in forestry information systems is only to show the results, which is not conducive to interactive analysis and immersive visualization. Having combined virtual reality technology and geographic information system together, VRGIS (Virtual Reality Geographic Information System) plays an important role in many frontier fields such as ''Smart City'' [121] . Therefore, during forestry data visualization, VR technology can be introduced to improve the interaction capability of the system and the user experience.
Open data: Forestry big data is still in the infancy, and forestry data is characterized by dispersion, irregularity and low quality. From the perspective of technological development, to make a breakthrough, we first need to obtain accurate and valuable data. Although it is difficult to solve now, with the development of smart forestry, people's demand for new technologies is constantly increasing. Therefore, forestry data will gradually become open.
VII. CONCLUSION
With the development of the technology, the speed and accuracy of forestry data acquisition have been greatly improved. To cope with the growth of massive data, we need to improve the ability to calculate and analyze data. Based on the current development of big data and forestry technologies, in this paper we summarize the data types and data formats of forestry big data as well as the theoretical structure of forestry big data. And the five-layer model structure of forestry big data is proposed, including data acquisition, storage, query, analysis and visualization and application. Based on the current development status, the key technologies in each layer are analyzed in detail. Then we summarize the challenges faced by forestry big data, and predict the problems of forestry big data development process and future development trends finally.
Forestry big data is mainly developed from the three aspects of mathematical foundation, system structure and application value. In this paper, we focus on the systematic structure with extensive research value and development prospects, and briefly introduce the relevant theories and developments of the other two aspects. The entire system of forestry big data was analyzed in depth. In the future, big data will bring greater opportunities for forestry development, and there will be more challenges waiting for researchers to overcome
